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Description
Have you struggled with “What does my project area look like”?
Having a complete understanding of it from the very beginning of the design and construction
process, such as the conceptual and preliminary design phases, is a major factor for good
decision making. Furthermore, it can be a powerful money and time saver, by allowing you to
avoid design errors that could lead to significant rework costs, efforts and delays.
Plex-Earth comes to give you the right answers by allowing you to instantly access real-world
data from top imagery and terrain providers, like Airbus, Maxar, Nearmap, Hexagon, and
Google Maps. All these from the comfort of your office (or home nowadays).
In this presentation, we will show you how you can design efficiently without changing your
workflow right inside AutoCAD and Civil 3D, and how to migrate your imports to InfraWorks or
other design tools.
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Speaker

Nick Chanakoulas is a Civil Engineer with a Masters degree in Protection of Monuments and
Computing, as well as a PhD in Restoration of Monuments.
After many years of experience in the Design and Construction industry, he finally combined his
two great loves of Engineering and Computing and moved to the Engineering Software sector. 
Today he holds the position of Head of Customer Success in Plexscape, the company behind
Plex-Earth.
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Remote-Survey is a term we invented here at Plexscape, in order to describe the process that
covers the need for instant access to real-world data, from the very beginning of the various
design and construction phases, without having to physically visit a project area.
On-site surveys is a time-consuming and costly procedure, which sometimes due to lack of
budget and strict deadlines, is being done in a less-than-perfect manner, leading to significant
errors in the preliminary design, rework costs during the construction phase, budget overruns,
delays in delivery and many more.
According to surveys:
●

Redesign costs range from 2.1% to 21.5%.

●

Accounting for about 8.5% of the construction change cost on average, the redesign
costs can be equivalent to the fee of a new design project.

●

Direct costs of rework have been found to range between 10-15% of the construction
value.

●

The 3rd most important mistake in Civil Engineering is not having a holistic view of a
project, thus ignoring key components.

●

The 6th most important delay cause for the completion of a project is the
underestimation of costs due to insufficient feasibility studies and surveys.
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How did the concept of Remote Survey come into being?
Lambros Kaliakatsos, the founder & CEO of our company, Plexscape, in his first steps as an
engineer, was participating in the design of several sanitary landfill & dumpsite restoration
projects. In this particular case, after the team he was participating in spent months of hard work
in design and consultation, the construction began.
Without having properly investigated the project area (the on-site survey team decided to skip
measurements in a hard-to-access portion of it), they later found out that the terrain was
different than what they thought and designed for. The company had to just start all over again,
changing their initial plans completely.
The impact was so big that it put the whole project in danger and harmed the company’s
reputation. At that time Lambros thought, “If only we had access to high-quality imagery, like
Google Earth’s, in AutoCAD!’’.

He realized that if they wanted to stay in business, they needed to have a better understanding
of a project site’s existing conditions, right from the very beginning. He then decided that they
had to find a way to access satellite images, and acquire terrain data and various ground
attributes they should be aware of, from the comfort of their office, even before getting their
hands on the relevant data submitted by the surveyors. Furthermore, he realized that they had
to come up with ways of drafting scenarios and evaluating the feasibility of different solutions at
an early stage. The result would be reduced risk and saving a lot of time and money. All that
was missing was the medium. And that’s how the concept of Remote Survey was born and
Plex-Earth was created back in 2009!
Plex-Earth provides engineers the ability to acquire real-life data and have a complete
geographical view of their working sites, from the convenience of their offices or as the current
situation dictates from the convenience of their home, within a few minutes. It is used by
thousands of engineers and some of the most notable firms worldwide as it greatly accelerates
the design process of AEC projects.
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The five dimensions of Plex-Earth’s features:
1) Import high-resolution satellite and aerial imagery, from a number of
providers, into AutoCAD Drawings.
The first dimension is the ability to import satellite and aerial imagery into AutoCAD drawings.
Imagery is a very important and powerful tool for engineering. It can help the designer to specify
all the potential solutions, to get a general idea of the current situation, to design with better
accuracy, to get important site details, and to avoid time and money consuming re-designs.
Plex-Earth 5D acts as a host to the best imagery providers, namely Google Maps, Airbus,
Maxar, Nearmap, Hexagon, OpenStreetMap and actually to any WMS or Tile server available
on the internet.

There are two ways to import imagery with Plex-Earth 5D. By Quick View which is a very quick,
dynamic way to cover an area with a single image or by creating a Mosaic, which covers an
area with multiple images for high quality. All the images are placed properly aligned and
georeferenced in a matter of seconds or minutes, no matter the size of the area. Moreover, by
converting the imported imagery to a raster image, the .dwg file can also be used in other
software as well, like InfraWorks and Revit.

Figure 1: Imagery Mosaic Import of a Road Project
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2) Import terrain data, create contour lines, and perform advanced
terrain analysis.
With Plex-Earth 5D you can create in AutoCAD your terrain morphology, contour lines, import
thousands of elevation points, perform advanced terrain analysis and get valuable information in
your hands from the beginning of your design. You can even combine imagery and terrain in
order to create 3D Imagery for visualization purposes!

Figure 2: Terrain Analysis of St. George island
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3) Publish both 2D and 3D Drawings to Google Earth, as well as import
KML&KMZ files into AutoCAD.
The third dimension of Plex-Earth 5D is the ability to easily utilize Google Earth and visualize
within its environment AutoCAD projects by exporting any drawing to KML or KZM files. It allows
the designer to see how their 2D or 3D models dynamically interact with their real environment
and to present their ideas to colleagues, clients, and stakeholders. Also, the user can directly
copy/paste Google Earth elements like placemarks or any other layer in AutoCAD, and vice
versa, for better digitalization and design. Google Earth can be a real asset for any engineer.

Figure 3: Copy and Paste Google Earth’s elements into AutoCAD

Figure 4: Export of a 3D project from AutoCAD to Google Earth
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4) Have access to historical imagery datasets and monitor projects and
areas throughout time.
Timeviews allows engineers to create a chronological visualization of their area of interest, from
a variety of historical imagery datasets that can go up to just a couple of days before! As such,
professionals are able to observe the progress of a project, to track all the changes made in the
construction fields or mines throughout time, or even see the real effects of natural disasters on
worksites. We're proud to have partnered with Airbus and Maxar, the world’s biggest satellite
imagery providers to be able to provide you with insights rights inside AutoCAD!

Figure 5: Timeline of Maxar and Airbus imagery showing the state of a suburban area in La
Palma of the Canary Islands before and after the recent volcanic eruption (black area on the
right image, acquired on the 26th of September 2021, indicates lava flow).
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5) Georeference a drawing.

The final feature of Plex-Earth is georeferencing. With georeference, all the imported or
exported data will be placed in the correct position. Apart from directly choosing among
thousands of readily-available coordinate systems worldwide, the engineer can also manually
associate a point in Google Earth to a point in AutoCAD to create a custom georeference, apply
automatic displacements and retrieve recently-used georeference choices. For users who set
up the geolocation in AutoCAD, Plex-Earth can, of course, directly read and use these settings.

Figure 6: The Georeference method
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Remote-Survey case studies
Engineers without Borders

Designers from Engineers without Borders
wanted to help the community of
Papacharcra in Bolivia to find solutions to
their water supply. By using Plex-Earth they
were able to identify from satellite images
ground attributes they should be aware of
and identify key issues, like low water
pressure and areas with high risk for
erosion damage, before even traveling to
Bolivia.
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HHO Consulting Engineers
HHO from Cape Town in South Africa, were
offered a 60 km road project, including a
bridge, 2,000km away from them, in
Zambia. The catch? They had to provide the
preliminary sketches really quick! With a
perfect application of the Remote Survey
principles, they were able to remain in Cape
Town and use Plex-Earth to extract and
geographically position aerial imagery and
contours along the entire route . This way
they achieved a preliminary design long way
before getting the required measurements
from their surveyors.
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Dynamic Engineering
Similarly, in Dynamic Engineering, by using
Plex-Earth during their design process, they
can quickly download terrain and generate
contours for the conceptual layout phase of
their projects. Moreover, they create KML
files, with control points right from their
AutoCAD drawing, to guide their aerial
survey teams.
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Farrell’s Excavating Limited
Finally, one more case of practicing the
principles of remote survey is by Farrell’s
Excavating Limited, where they need to
cover large areas in their designs with
up-to-date imagery for various decision
making. The ability of Plex-Earth to combine
images and scale up-to-date imagery saved
them from the time-consuming and prone-to
errors process they had in place before.
With just a few clicks they are able to match
Google Earth with Civil 3D and vice versa.
Plex-Earth, they say, is a game-changer for
them.
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Ready to join the future of imagery in AutoCAD?

If you are an AEC professional wanting to supercharge your designs and acquire real-world
data, visit our website at www.plexearth.com now! You can start a free trial today, which
especially for AU attendants includes unlimited access, without watermarks, ready to use in your
projects.
Contact us directly at support@plexscape.com.
We want you to be a part of the Plex-Earth platform, and help engineers all around the globe do
their job better.
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